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DISPI 44CEMNT OF A CORPS COMIM POST

Sit back in, your chair,, close. your eyes for a moent and imgine

yourself as a member of a staff section in a-corps headquarters. You

pick up a piece of paper from your'desk, glance at it and note-the sub-w

jecet: 'Movement 'Order, par 1, Forward Echelon 'Will displace begi*ning

0950 19 November 44. YOa will undoubtedly call-your chief clerk and

give him all the details, and outside 'of a. possible thought of how you

will fare as to office space and a billet, you promtyfre bu

the whole matter and get back to-work. You know fran past experience

that the move will be made with a minimum of effort on your part and,

that you will be doing the same old business in a new stand before long.

How did all this come about, was- it only necessary to cut'a sten-

cil and-.run it off on a mimeograph. machine, or was there some prior

planning involved? Yes, there was prior planning, planningand-experi-

ence based on knowledge gained in previous moves that made it possible

for you to pass off this move so easily. You know that there are in-

dividuals in the headquarters whose. business it is to make the move, so

smooth that there is little or no interruption in your section opera-m

tion. -You have often wondered just how they did some of the things

that are so necessary to a successful move. Well stop wcnder4.g,, stop

imagining, open your eyes and look at a few of the important items

that go into the well managed displacement efa corps comand~post.

1. Annex 1I.



In the discuss ion that follows regarding -the displacement Of a

corps comand post, several factors are to be kept'- in mind:

I. We are dealing only with the Forward Echelon-

of a particular corps.

2. No attempt hasa been made -to tie-in the movements

* of this command post with ant other s imilar

organization.

31. We shall deal only with the mechanics of command

post selection and movement and not the tacti1cal

aspects that directed the locations and movements.

4.. The facts as set forth are a solution that worked

well in- both tactical and administrative moves.

The factors that inluence the selection of a command post may be

swmed up in the following statement: "Headquarters are so located as

to0 facilitate command and cont~ol of subordinate units, with due'r .egard

to signal commicat ion, routes of ommunication, cover,, facilities;.

and accommodati.ons for personnel."

Sincethe tactical situation directs the displacement of the com-

mand post, the headquarters commandant must be kept informed of the

probable axis of advance so that constant reconnaissance for suitable

locations along the probable axis of advance can be conducated. This

is of utmost importance, especially in a rapidly moving situation, if

the^ comne1i-oke hssproradsbrdnt.o2adr n



It is not always possible'to Callow the projected axis of advance

to the le-tter., The locations picked nay not have the facilities to

accomodate -the unit, the mission of the unit may be changed by higher

headquarters,, or the tactical situatilon may dictate deviation frcm pre-m

selected locations.

Tb* s can best be brought out by the- following- example: In para-o

graph Sb, Field Order 10,, Headquarters Seventh United States Army,
-14,Ih xs-o

dated 1200 11 March 14,TeaIso advance for, the lIT Corps United

States Army is shown as FENTRANGE- HERBITZHBIM -HORNBCK- HOMBURG-

L&NDSILUTIM-EN .0AH'=0(RUNSTADT -BENSHIM m FRANKFUT. The acta

axis of advance was FENSTRANGE- OERMING3ON -,GIlS ING NIEIY4IUhRBACH

EISENBEIRG, - W0,RM3'-BENSHEM -M(OSS WUMSTADT.,

From this it can be seen that in only one-case did the projected

axis of advance. and The-actual axis coincide. If for no other 'reason

than tiS, ,and there are others equal ly imor tant, pr ior and adequate

reconnaissance is of utmost. importance.

The problem of signal communication n a headquarters of this size,

increases the necessity for prior reconnaissance,i order to give -the

signal officer maximum time for planning. The tim. required for the

signal battalion to carry lines Canward and install'the commuications

failities within the new location imst also be consiodered. It must

be remembered that without -adequate commuications to both higher and
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- The space required by'the ccmmand post, and the organic and

attached troops-, necessary for effic ient operation is a definite cona-

sideration that precludes a hasty choice of location. These units,

when broken down'to their ope-rating sections to form the command post,

require an amount pf space for offices and facilities that in some

situations seem impossible to satisfyr. No matter what choice of

location is made, it is always a-compromise. However, one compromise

should never be made; that is, increased space and facilities for

operations. and comfort at the sacrif ice of security.

In a Previous 'paragraph the headqatrcomnntws iel

mentioned. In all Field Manuals -the headquarters commandant is also

briefly noted when the location or movement' of the command post is-

mentioned. The usual statement runs something like this: The selec-

tion of the command post, -its arrangement and movement are supervised

by the Go-. Headquarters Standing Operating Procedure will normally.

charge the,headquarters commandant with carryieng out these functions.

This is an over simplification of the facts. The headquarters coman

dant is. the operator in these matters. He will in many'oases have a'

representative-of the G-I Section in thle advance-party, but-the pic*k
and- shovel work falls within the sopof i dte. eha1h

headquarters company to assist him in this work,, but he is the indi-

vidual charged wit the responsibility.

The 1 -I hog tffc4iain9a eealf atcpt h
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Iis normal for the headquartets omnandant to mke rliAry moon-

naissance in the general areas desired for command post looation.

Us ual1ly in any gi ven area there are several specific,.1ocat-ions that

could house the uit, bt n just asmn aes there is one that has

more advantages - than* disadvantages * The study of aerial photographs

prieor to the reconnaissance is very helpfuxl. This. preliminary recon-

naissance will narrow down the field and at the same time save invalu.t

~able 'hours for other' members of the advance party. It is also quite

possible that the general area selected 'does, not have a location where

buildings can be utilized. A map and aerial photograph reonnmaissance

will not shoaw this., only hours spent. checking the terrain will -give the

answer. It is far better for the hevidquarters comm'andant to determine

the conditions as they exist on the ground by preliminary reconnaissance,

prior to x6ving -out with the entire advance party. Expe riene is the

best teacher'in the choice of command post location. It does not take

too long-to become faxdiliar with the floor plans of certain types of

buildings. 'The practiced eye could look at a structure in a Kaserne

in Germany and'tell the type of installation. The hhape of a barracks

bui.Lldi'ng would give a clue to the floor plan, and at a glance it would

be possible to tell-how many men it would accommodate. This was the

great value of, preliminary reconnaissance. It. Permitted a small group-

to Pick specific locations ini advance to be . checked over in detail by
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The normal ecompos ition of the advance, party in most oases' cons-

sisted of the following:o

Arepresentative of the G-1'

ol The' headquarters. conmandant

A representative-of headquarters com pany

The signal officer.

A representatiLve of the. signal battalion.

The ecomanding officer'of guard ompany

repre~sentative omilitary police platoon

The engineer technicea1 initelligence team

A -detail from infantry guard ompany.

At first glance one might get the impression that too meany people,

are.3included in this detail, but each has his place,.and each place is

necessary. The abovre list is quoted as the mi'nimum; -for instance, on

many occasions thet-signal 'officer will have not only his battalion com-

mander, but also the company commanders of the 'ignal battalion. The

number of representatives from headquarters company might be increased

to include Themess officer or motor officer in addition to the ut li-w

ties officer. There can be no slip ups, so the more personal recon--

naissance. that is made by the people responsible for certain operations,

the smoother the move will be.

'Upon arrival at a pre-,selected location., the actual layout of the



center, wire lines, and radio linlk. The headquarters comxrsndant and

representative of the G-,l has the responsibility of allocat iona of offi c e

space and. billeting. The guard company commatnder will concern himself

with the security measures to be taken. The engineer technical intel-m

ligence team will start-its aearoh for booby traps. The representatives.

of headquarters -company will1 start, their planning for messes, motor

pool, installation of generators, latrin .es, and facilitOAies in general.

This is all concurrent, interspersed with numerous informal conferences

to coordinate the entire operation. The layout is a process. of give

and take of the available space to the agreement of tall concerned. It

is at this time that the areas are allotted to the-units, a portion to'

the signal battalion,, a part to headquarters company,, and an area for

the guard company.

While all this has been going on a member of the headquarters

corunancant's section, the draftsman, has been busy. He will have. by

thiLs tim6' a rough sketch showing the outlin*e of the area to include

all buildings to be used, along with a floor plan of the buildig that

is to be the conmnd'-post proper. Off this'floor plan will be shown

the rooms to be allotted to each section for office space as decided

by the headquarters ecomandant and the G,-l representative.

The represeitative of the military police platoon will have by

this tiame selected a dismount point, -information tent location, picked



The success 'of this operation depends, largely on the exper ience

of the members of .the advance. party anc~the amount of cooperation that

is effected. No one section can be selfish in its demands. Todays

oofmand post might -give you the least desirable location; but, you can

rest assured that in the *next, your willingness to go along'and make

the best of the situ ation Will reward you with more desirable facilities.

There, usually just aren't enough rooms with bath to go around.

In the. actual movement of the command post it is logical that

first it must be determined how we are to get from here to there. The

headquarters company does not'have enough organic vehicles to accon-

plish this even with the augmentation of the attached quartermastet car

platoon to assist in the carrying of personnel. The organi'c vehicles

will be split between the -forward and rear, echelons, which further re-,

duces the mobility, so we r~ind that we are, dependent upon the quarter-

master truck company that is controlled by the 0-*4.' The next problem

is the allotmnent of vehicles to the sections; no one ever has enough

transpcirtation and t his is no exception. The cargo vehicles have not

only to carry the impedimenta necessary to carry on the work 'of the

section, u ls h ersonnel, their baggage and equipment. There is

no hard fast rule about this, it can best be determined by experience

gained it several moves. The following breakdown of trucks and trailers

per section that proved satisfactory is recommended as a solution:



Headqurtrs Section

Chi"ef of Staff and Deputy Chief off Staff.

G-2 w/ attached teams ......

Artillery***...****.* *

Liaison and Chemical

Signal . . . . . . . . * * * * . * .

Eng-ineer ...... **.......

Air and Anti-tank.........**

Ordnance, Qurtermastei, Surgeon ..

Provost Marshal

Headquarters-Commandant*.......

Head~q'arters Compn Sections

ompany Headquarter-s

supply . **9*

Officers Mess ..

Enlisvtea Men's Mess

Dispensary .. *.

Military Police Platoon'

Guard Company

4p

9

9

9

9

.3

.2

.2

*2

.2

.2

20

*2

.4

92

19 -21



The loading of these vehicles was checked and -rechecked in an

effort to reduce the number required but this seemed to be the mini-m

mumi. In as many cases as possible, small sections were grouped and

loaded on the -same truck. In any case, -the truck requirements had to

be kept b elow forty-two-.as experience proved-that this was the marlinum

number of trucks that could be expected-of the Truck Company on any

one day. The three 4.kton trucks of the headquarters company's forward

echelon -could not be used on, these-.moves- as they were kept busy with

the admini~trative functions that had to be carried out'regardles-s of

the move, the transporting of-rations, water, Class III, II, and IV

suXpply.

It should be the rule to r e ei"v'e the quartermaster trucks the

niLght before the move -if at all possible, and to have them spotted in

accordance with a loading plan. issued- by the headquarters, commandant.

This can be accomplished by-having a member of each section report to

the headquarters company motor officer, who will turn over to this sec-f

tion guide the proper number of trucks. As each section gui*de receives

his vehicles he will move them to the designated points.

Immediately upon receipt of the trucks the sections will start

the loading of those items of equipment that willI not be in use through

the nig'.ht., The remaining equipment will be loaded in the morning.

This allows for a minimum of confusion during the last few minutes



The most diffi3cult part of the move is that of feeding, a phase

which can be difficult i f it- is not handled properly. There. is no

reason whatever why three hot meals a day should not be fed to all the

personniin the camnand post. It can be acocmplse by splitting'

kitchens and sending forward to the new location one-half of the equip-

ment and personnel of both the off icers and enlisted- mes ses. For a-

move scheduled for 0830 the mess offi'cer should have onea-half-of his

trucks loaded iafter supper the night before, so that he can move these

out promptly at 0600.o Upon arrival at the new location his mes's per-"

sonnel should immediately go about cleaning axnd setting up their kitchens

and mes ,s-halls, and be ready to serve the noon meal on schedue at"'the

new location. The. half remai*ning should prepare and- serve breakfast and

move forwrd with the headquarters company Sections in-the'convoy.

In-order to make this possible it is necessary to supplement the

organic equipment of thee headquarters company.' The addition of fiove-

field ranges will permit this breaking down of the messes., These

additional ranges are necessary not only for feeding on moves, but also

iorder- to function eff iciently at any tine It mutbe remembered.

that the kitchen equipment given the headquarters company by TLO/E has

been split be~tween forward and rear echelons, also there is 'no pro-n

visio in teT/E for the operation of the commanding general'smes

Becaus-e of this, the necessity for. add itional -equipment can be realized.
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0 Next to be considered in the movement is that of lighting. The

equipment available 'for -this purpose are gasoline lanterns whiceh, while

satisfactory, leave much to be desired. This difficulty was overcome

by the use of two 3 KVA and one 15 EVA gasoline generators and one

25 EVA Diesel generator. This was all additional1 equipment- that -was

drawn on special" authorization. The ~two 3KVA21 were mounted on one im-

provised irailer. The 15 and Z5KWAs 'were- mounted respectively in

captured, vehicles. A- utilities sectIon. should be formed in the head-

quarters company to i*nstall, maintain, and operate the lighting system.

This can best- be accomplished by planning the. layout of the main lines

from the generators to the various parts of the command post. A central

panel board should be built so that the combined output of the genera-

tors can be fed out over the main lines. 84This i lo sfl1ncs

of failure of one-of the generators so that Power can. be directed to

the necessary sections while the standby is being put into operation,

or repd.irs, effected t~o the inoperat ive generator.*

Each section should be responsible for tyin into the main li1nes.o

Thiere are several reasons for this.- First, a definite- shortage of

light fixtures and lamp bulbs; and second, a lack of personnel to make
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APeriodic check should be made to insure that this is -being c'arried

out, not only as to. the'number of outlets but also as to the wattage

of the lamps used.

As, soon as Practicable upon thq. receipt Of a movement order,, the

utilities section will start to pu~ll out its- main lines. -One -section

of generators will go forward With the utilitie's officer in order to

get theima:in lines In operation prior to the arrival'of the sections.

at the new location. The other section will remain in place tarnish-

ing light until the command poet is'closed out or is no longer needed.,-

There are a few other administrative remarks that could well be

mentioned at this time.. Blackout precautions should. be made the respons,

sibility of each section, and the results of their efforts checeked by

the- headquarters commandant. Tentage, even if used, rarely, should -be

carried by each section,to be loaded on their own trucks. Each section

should be charged with the police of its own assigned area. This to

be true not only of the "initial clean-,up, but also the final police

prior -to leaving an area. This final police'will be checked by a

representative of the headquarters ommandant to insure compliance-

with headquarters Standing Operating, Procedure.

After all the above items-have-been planned,for and completed,

the handling o f the move itself i's fairly 'simple. Prior to the -move-

ment of the sections the headquarters commandant and the section guides-,

accompaiedbyA AdetifrthamiltarypliepltonWil.epr
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with route signs and as an additional precaution leave a guide at

critical points where it might bp possible to go astray. -The section

guides, upon arrival at the new location,wilI be given. a floor plan of

the c omxnand- post to show thie exact location of the rooms allotted'to

their section and the doors or door to be used. They will1 be briefed

as to the priority of unloadingAif the entrances are limited. Under

any consideration upon arrival of a truck its load should be dropped

to txake room for the next truck rather than to unload the trucks

directly to the -section locations. By the- time -the guides have checked

the rooms and entrances and are thoroughly familiar with the uloading

plan, they will be ready to receive-their vehicles and guide them to

the place- of unloading. The. headquarters commandant will supervise the

entire operatinn, having a hundred places to go and a thousand questions

to answer at each move.* The use of the comand post layout assists the

headquamrters commandant in answeriLng questions and for this reason is

distributed to each section upon arrival.

The headquarters is habitually moved by inmfiltration of sectiLons;

and, ortis reason, it was deemed advisable to place an officer in the

cab of each vehicle to insure that none wandeted from the route. Each

sect ion c olum will1 contain the personnel vehicles as well as the cargo

vehicles'.of the section, with'the section chief or his representative

as march uit ommander. The headquarters company cmmander will re-

mana4 h l oaint e httescin oeoto ie n
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The primary reason for this being to check for papers, naps,- and equip-w

ment that might be left by the sections. When all personnel have cleared

he will leave for the new area,.taking with him a detail frcm the mili-

tary police platoon to piec up the guides and route markers.*

The actual arrangement of the command post followed the general

pattern that can be found in Field Manual 101-10 and 'other publications..,

The gr ouping of sections is accomplished to satisfy the desires of the

commander and 'the location at'hand. There is no rule of' thumb for this,

and the proximity of sections will depend largely on the personalities

involved. If at all possible, buildings should be used so that the men

can devote more-time to their work rather than to their own comfort.*

Military posts, schools, and office buildings make excellent locations.

In smaller towns the taking over of a whole street proved satisfactory.

ThiLs would allow the sections to set up office space on the ground floor

and permit billets for the troops "on-the upper floors. On a few

occasions a combination of buildings and tentage was used. There iLs

no limit to the variations of arrangement, the layout being .dependent

only upon-the desires of the commander, the locations available, and

the imagination of the headquarters commandant.,

The problem of transportation of personnel in- order to carry out

their assigned duties can be handled in, several ways.* Two methods we .re

used:- The fir"st was that of assigning particular vehicles' and drivers
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method the obvious advantage is that the drivers -become familiar -with

the personnel of the sect ions, their-wants and desires; and i this

way can individually servo. them.P The disadvantage being a, lack of con-

trol'of the driver and vehicle by the motor officer, as well as the

fact that sorme drivers worked night and day while others had little

to do. The. only. place' where the system worked. well and -was continued

was in the case of the liaison officers to Army headquarters and.

adjacent corps. The second method permitted the drivrers to become

tami i a r with all the sections and their needs, and further centralized

control of the vehicles and permitted the dispatcher to better serve

*the unit. For instance, if one sect ion needed more vehicles than their-

allotment called for., the dispatcher could contact other sect ions and

get releases on vehicles not being used in order to give more trans-m

-portation'to the sections in need. This system also permitted. the
rotation of drivers on the more difficult runs thus distributing the
work load. This method of handling the transportation is by far the

best. It was. also found expedient to pool the vehicles and men of

both the headquarters company and the 'quartermaster car platoon under

the control of the commanding officer._of the quartennaster car platoon
for operations. The platoon commuandrwre ne h omadn

officer, headquarters company. Not only did this reduce friction be-t

tween the two units, but it al1soreud operating overhead. A common
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Th'1-e displacement of the command post is, a9very difficult opera-"

tion that may result in many dissatisfied and unhappy people. It

should be a -move that results in a .new location with little time and

no temper lost. The decision lies in prior planning, prior reconnais

sanes, an-appreciation of the other man's problems, and last but not.

least, the experience gained in previous moves.

There is little the headquarters com-imandant can do In the location

of the command post as to routes of communication, or signal comiuni-m

cation, but he does enter the picture as regards facilities and accoms-

modations. In this, time being the essence., the command, post may be-

either a, stock model or a tailored fit,, the tiLme available making the

difference. By experience, the headquartgrs commandant knows the mini-

mum recuirements of space per section, this layout is the stock model.

If the at~ea is suitable and te has -the time you will get a tailored fit

in increased space for comfort and accommodations.' It requires but

little., effort sto move from austerity to comfort and the comfort will

pay off with i"ncreased efficiency. The headquarters commandant and

headquarters company can and will,, time permitting, do this for you,.

The well managed 'Move is -handled so smoothly that the people in the

sections just go along for the ride.* Here is a target to shoot for,

so raise your sights. The important thi2ng to remember is time, give

the headquarters commandant as much as-possible.
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In operations classified SEGRET

HEADQUARTERS
XV CORPS UNITED STATES ARMY

Office of' the Headquarters Commandant'

AFO 436-US Army
18 November 1944.

MTOVEIVENT ORDER:.

TO All Sections, Forward Echelon.

1. Forward Echelon Will displace beginning at 0930,
19 November 1944.

2. Movenent: Infiltration - Fifteen (15) minutes between
sections. Section Guides will report to the Orderly Room promptly
at, 0830. Trucks will be spotted at 1530, 18 Noveitiber 1944. Section
Motor Guides will report to the Orderly Room 1515, .18 November 1944.

3. Route: N-4 to OGEVILLER,.

4. 1?: Municipal Theatre.

5. Loading Plan:* See hnclosure No. 1.
Officers billeted i n hotels will bring their

equipment to the sections by passenger vehicles dispatched to hotels
at 0700, 19 November 1944.

6.w Cross I?: G-2 w/attached teams 0930
G-3 0945
CG C/S & Do/S 1000
Air & AT 1015
G-4 1030
G-1 1045
Sig & Arty 1100
Engr 1115
Cml & Lii 1130
Eq Co' 1145

7. Sections will carry their own stoves and in addition will
carry sufficient coal and wood for twenty-four (24) hours*"(

8.9 Sections will clean billets and *office space on arrival.
Eq Co will clean CO & C/S section space.

90. An inspection of all the rooms occupied will be made by a
representativ4-r-Pe %of4U %th H A eeaduare trCommndan-&t A andv & r A eportn -^-"4
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